Integration of scanning probes and ion beams
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Abstract

We report the integration of a scanning force microscope with ion beams. The scanning probe images surface structures non-invasively and aligns the ion beam to regions of interest. The ion beam is transported through a hole in the scanning probe tip. Piezoresistive force sensors allow placement of micromachined cantilevers close to the ion beam lens. Scanning probe imaging and alignment is demonstrated in a vacuum chamber coupled to the ion beam line. Dot arrays are formed by ion implantation in resist layers on silicon samples with dot diameters limited by the hole size in the probe tips of a few hundred nm.

Beyond imaging, scanning probes (SP) have been integrated with many surface modification functionalities, such as patterning by anodic oxidation[1], etching of surfaces through transport of excited particles from a plasma source[2], and deposition of metal lines through nanostencils[3, 4]. Focused ion beams (FIB) of mostly Ga ions are routinely available for patterning of materials at a length scale down to about 10 nm. However, a crucial problem in FIB based ion implantation and patterning results from the need to align the ion beam precisely with an electron beam to avoid ions to reach the sample during alignment imaging [5, 6]. In addition, most FIB systems can only deliver a single ion species before timely ion source changes. The integration of a scanning probe with an ion beam allows high resolution, nondestructive imaging of the target, and enables alignment of an ion beam to device features with a few nanometer accuracy. In our setup [7, 8] the desired ion beam spot size is achieved with a collimating hole in the cantilever as a final beam limiting aperture. This enables us also to align the implantation or patterning spot with the scanned region by placing the tip at a precise location. Holes in tips with diameters as small as 5 nm have been formed by focused ion beam drilling of a few hundred nm wide holes, followed by hole closing via local thin film deposition[9], and ion beam transport has been characterized for 30 nm diameter holes in nickel foils[10].

The integration of ion beams with scanning probes is similar to the use of a “dynamic nanostencil” for aligned deposition of sub-100 nm wide metal lines[3, 4]. Furthermore low energy particles transported through a nanonozzle have been used to locally etch or deposit material by Rangelow et al.[2]. The nanonozzle also functioned simultaneously as an scanning probe tip. Our experiment combines the ability to implant ions with non-invasive scanning
probe imaging and alignment.

Figure 1: Schematic of the setup. A piezoresistive cantilever (1) with a small hole and an imaging tip is mounted on a pre-collimating aperture (2), in front of an ion beam lens element(3). The scanning probe image of 2 μm wide alignment markers on a silicon sample (4) is taken in situ (10^{-7} torr) with the tip shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1 shows a schematic of our setup. The scanning probe is installed in a vacuum chamber (base pressure 10^{-8} torr), coupled to an ion beam line. Ion beams can be delivered from two ion sources, a medium current source (few μA) for low energy (1 to 10 keV), low charge state ions (1 to 3+), and a low current source for high charge state ions. The latter is an Electron Beam Ion Trap (EBIT) which produces particle pA beams of any neon-like ion across the periodic table, and bare ions up to K_{36}^{36+}. We use it here for production of Bi^{45+} beams with a kinetic energy of 180 keV [11]. Bi is a donor in silicon, and a candidate for implementation of electron spin based quantum computation[12].

A bending magnet in the beam line is used to select a certain charge state of the used ion species. The beam is focused by several Einzel lenses into an 8" cube where a lens element that acts as a beam limiting aperture of 1 mm diameter separates the target area and the scanning probe from the rest of the beam line. The scanning probe tip is mounted behind this aperture on a flexure stage for coarse approach of the tip to the surface and is kept fixed in position during scans and implantation. The target is mounted on a stage with a 100 μm × 100 μm × 10μm range and nanometer precision. Stage motion is used to acquire scan images from the SP or position the sample at specific locations on the sample.

Because of space restrictions the integration of a laser for standard optical detection of the cantilever deflection signal is impractical here. Instead, we use a piezoresistive readout scheme. The silicon cantilevers have a piezoresistive Wheatstone bridge build into the cantilever beam[13]. This and a vacuum preamp. stage (×10) result in relatively high signal to noise ratios for imaging. The deflection signal is further amplified in a second amplifier stage outside the vacuum chamber, and a low pass filter is applied before the signal is fed into the SP control hardware. Typical signal strengths are a few μV per nm deflection. The image in Figure 1 shows 2 micron wide alignment dots formed on a silicon surface. Imaging results from the in situ SP and ex situ measurements using a commercial atomic force microscope (AFM) showed agreement at the 5 to 10 nm level.

The final beam limiting aperture is drilled into the cantilever using a FIB with 30 keV Ga^{+} ions at the National Center for Electron Microscopy (NCEM) at LBNL. Using the FIB, holes as small as 5 nm can be formed by first drilling larger holes and then closing them by ion or electron beam assisted deposition of material (insulator, or metal)[9]. Figure 2 shows SEM images of the imaging tip and collimating aperture formed on a cantilever. Aspect ratio limitations preclude direct drilling of small holes in thick samples. We find that aspect ratios are limited to about 5:1 in FIB drilling of micrometer thick cantilevers. Smaller hole diameters are achieved by closing micron size holes via ion (or electron) beam assisted platinum deposition[9]. A thin metal film first closes
Figure 2: Imaging tip (top) and collimating aperture (below) both formed by ion beam assisted Pt deposition in a FIB on a piezoresistive scanning probe sensor. The aperture diameter is 350 nm, and the radius of curvature of the tip is about 100 nm.

the micron size hole, and a second hole is then drilled into the Pt film. This process of hole closing and re-drilling can be repeated until the desired hole size is reached. It is important here that the Pt film is thick enough to stop ions, and a few hundred nanometer film thickness suffices to stop the ions used in this study. Required stopping ranges can be estimated by SRIM[14]. A Pt film with a thickness of only 100 nm will efficiently stop 50 keV Ar, and 200 keV Bi ions.

Ion beam assisted Pt deposition was also used to build SP tips onto the cantilever in a defined distance to the drilled hole[8]. Details of the SP setup with FIB processes cantilevers have been reported elsewhere[8].

Evidently, sputtering will alter and eventually destroy thin collimators, and FIB formed Pt tips were found to blunt after several hours of imaging in vacuum. Cantilevers can be refurbished reliably, and tips and holes have been re-grown several times on the cantilever shown here. Inspection with SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) found holes to be stable after extended beam exposures (>10 h with ≈ \(1 \text{ nA} \text{mm}^{-2}\) Ar\(^{2+}\) intensities)[8].

The effective resolution in local ion implantation and doping or patterning with ion beams is limited by the collimator diameter, possible beam broadening in the interaction of ions with the small hole (slit scattering), and also by range straggling of implanted ions[10]. An SP imaging resolution of a few nm is therefore sufficient in this instrument, and this also relaxes the requirements for the sharpness of FIB formed tips.

The results reported in this letter were produced using silicon cantilevers with a series of four holes: two 4 \(\mu\)m sized holes, one hole with a 1 \(\mu\)m diameter and one hole with a diameter of 300 nm achieved by closing down a bigger hole with platinum deposition and then re-drilling the hole in the platinum. The holes were places approximately 50 \(\mu\)m apart.

The image of alignment markers in Figure 1 shows a scan formed with the tip shown in Figure 2. The surface roughness determined with this tip is about 1 nm over a (15\(\mu\)m\(^2\) area and comparison of a cross-section of one these markers with imaging results using a commercial AFM at air lets us estimate an
imaging resolution of better than 10 nm.

For the ion implantation and patterning experiments the tip was positioned ten μm above the target surface and the sample stage was programmed to move to a specific position and stay there for a fixed dwell time before moving to the next defined point. The dwell time was set to 10 s per spot for exposures with a 2 μA Ar2+ beam (6 keV) and the translation speed between points was set to 100 μm.

We used polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA, positive tone) and hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, negative tone) as resists on silicon wafers for demonstration of pattern formation.

The PMMA (molecular weight 495k) was spun onto a silicon wafer resulting in a 50 nm height film (pre-baked at 60 °C for one minute). The thickness of the HSQ film was also about 50 nm. Markers were imaged and an off marker area was selected with the SP. The equivalent argon ion dose per dot was about 10^{13} cm⁻² (or several μC[15]).

An image of the dot pattern formed by aligned implantation through the 300 nm hole (Figure 2) is shown in Figure 3 after resist development. The slightly oval dot shape is due to drift in the Ar-beam and was also visible for larger hole sizes.

Results for HSQ are shown in Figure 4. As with the PMMA sample, each spot was exposed several times.

The results with a few hundred nm wide holes are similar for PMMA (positive tone) and HSP (negative tone) but HSQ is expected to yield higher resolution for smaller feature sizes[16].

In Figure 5, we show an ex situ AFM image of a 4 μm wide dot exposed to highly charged Bi ions (Bi^{45+}, 180 keV). The high charge state significantly enhances the resist developing power of single ions[17, 18], and impact sites where the resist was exposed by single ions can be resolved. Figure 5 also shows a single ion hit site with a diameter of about 50 nm. Here, the hole in the resist on silicon is now aligned to the position of a single donor atom that is implanted at a depth of about 40 nm in the silicon. The placement uncertainty from straggling is about 11 nm, the same as for 15 keV P ions[14]. The asymmetric scattering kinematics of the Bi-Si system leads to significantly reduced straggling, compared to the symmetrical scattering of P on Si. The single ion induced defect sites are self aligned with the implanted ion and allow the aligned formation of device structures.

Ion beam transport through 300 nm wide holes in cantilevers formed reproducible, aligned dots. The integration of a scanning probe with ion beams enables the doping of selected device areas. Throughput could be increased with multiple cantilevers.
When integrated with a single ion detection scheme, this technique enables formation of devices which are doped with defined numbers of atoms. Single ion detection can be achieved by detection of secondary electrons from single ion impacts[10, 19, 6], or through collection of electron-hole pairs formed by implanted ions inside the solid[20, 21]. Single ion signals in both secondary electron emission, and excitation in the solid are very strongly enhanced for highly charged dopant ions[10, 19, 22].

Examples of proposed single atom devices are quantum computers based on coherent manipulation of electron and nuclear spins of donor atoms[12, 23], or excited states of single atoms[24, 25, 26, 27]. Ion placement resolution requirements in quantum computer schemes depend on specific architectures, and range from ≈10 nm for electron spin proposals[12, 28], to several hundred nm for defect centers in diamond with optical control. Atomic[29], or even one nm scale placement resolution would require use of very low energy ions, and nanotube like collimators.

In conclusion, we report first results from the integration of a scanning probe with an ion beam. Aligned ion implantation is demonstrated by the formation of dot patterns in resist on silicon. An imaging resolution and alignment accuracy of ≈10 nm was achieved with FIB processed tips. Dot sizes are limited by the hole diameters of 300 nm. This technique enables local doping of materials and devices and can be combined with single ion detection for aligned single ion implantation. Tests of placement resolution limits with sub-100 nm diameter holes are in progress.
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Figure 5: Ex situ scanning probe image of a 4 µm wide spot were PMMA was exposed with Bi^{45+} ions (180 keV) (top). Below: Ex situ scanning probe image and line out of a single ion impact site (after resist development).


